
• More types of incubators in action
• Seeding eggs

• Tempering eggs
• Saprolegnia

• Temperature units



 You don’t feel too bad getting rid of one when it has 
passed its time of usefulness.

 Only one screw can go loose on a Zak
 A dunk in iodine will disinfect one.
 One gets picked up in a marine store, the other gets 

picked up in a bar.
 One starts off sharp.
 When a zak gets a little care it will work like its brand new 

for along time. 
 A zak never complains! 
 One is bright!
 A zak knife is always sharp – a fisherman is definitely not! 

(Maureen)













 What is a “green” egg?
 What is an “eyed egg”?
 Why is it so important to 

thoroughly rinse eggs prior to 
putting them in an incubator?



 Remember – Always handle green 
eggs gently. After rinsing the 
water hardening process has 
begun so be gentle when loading 
the incubator. 

 Any (significant) temperature 
difference between the eggs at 
the time of loading and the 
ambient water temperature of the 
incubator should be moderated at 
this time.

 Allow the eggs to become 
acclimated (tempered) to the new 
temperature whether it is lower 
or higher. 

 Tempering within plus or minus 3 
degrees C is ideal but often not 
practical. 



 Example
 Raceway = 15C
 Hatchery = 9C

 Temper to 12C by:
 Adjusting rinse temp
 Creating a “bath”

 Separate gametes may 
need to be tempered 
quite a bit.   Why?



 Seeding = Loading incubator with 
fertilized eggs and no substrate, 
always handle gently (do you 
remember what substrate is?)

 Load eggs evenly – water 
hardening

 NOPAD trays are a little challenging 
to load with green eggs

 Purge the air before loading any 
incubator!

 Some facilities do not load the top 
Heath tray



Eggs Heath Tray NOPAD R48 Kitoi Box

Chinook 6,000 280,000 green

150,000 eyed

N/A 250,000
150,000

Coho 10,000 300,000 green

175,000 eyed

N/A 300,000
175,000

Sockeye 14,000 200,000 green

200,000 eyed

N/A 200,000
200,000

Chum N/A 300,000 green

180,000 eyed

3,000,000 250,000
175,000

Pink N/A 350,000 green

225,000 eyed

4,000,000 350,000
225,000



 Eggs can be disinfected 
and water hardened in 
incubators simultaneously

 Fill incubator with 1:100 
iodophor / static bath for at 
least 10 minutes but better 
to let water harden 

 Pinks and chums may not 
need to be disinfected this 
way

 Remember – Always
disinfect eggs when 
received from another 
facility.

 Temper when necessary
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 During Incubation
 Always protect eggs from u.v. light
 After eyeing purge air from incubators on a regular 

basis
 Immediately after reaching the eyed stage stir lots 

to prevent channeling of flow, silt can build up 
during incubation and result in poor upwelling flow 
through eggs

 With a dirty water supply it may be necessary to 
clean the incubator often. Heath trays can be hosed 
off or agitated to remove silt. 

 Clean from the top down one tray layer at a time. 
Keeping the eggs clean will result in better survival 
prior to hatch.

 Use a splash guard when cleaning NOPAD trays, this 
allows silt to fall on floor and not into tray below



Use of a splash guard with NOPADs



Natural borne organism
Grows on dead organic 

matter
Many ways to minimize the 

impact – name some!
 If left unchecked it will 

consume ALL of the eggs



 Concentration and frequency will depend upon 
your water quality especially temp and organic 
load

 Salt Water
 Hydrogen Peroxide
 Formalin
 Malachite Green was used in the past – now illegal
 Start fungus control treatments shortly after 

taking eggs
 It’s easier to keep it under control than trying to 

play catch up



 FDA classifies use of Hydrogen Peroxide a low regulatory 
priority when used at concentrations less than 500 ppm

 Has been found to be effective at controlling fungus 
when used in a range of 250 – 1000 ppm for a 15min drip 
every other day

 Not as effective as Formalin. 
 Effectiveness varies with water quality and temp
 Dangerous to handle – 37% vs. 2% over the counter
 Environmentally friendly – turns into water
 More expensive than formalin
 Does not smell but direct contact with skin will cause 

burns



 Generally used  3 x week at a concentration of 
1:600 for 15 min – will vary with water and egg 
quality

 This is nasty stuff but is very effective.  
 Depending on water quality and egg survival it 

may not be necessary to treat 3 x week or it 
may be necessary to treat every other day.(or 
every day!)

 Always wear protection to include full face 
respirator w/ formalin filter and gloves – don’t 
compromise your health!  

 Avoid use in an enclosed area – use good 
ventilation

 Formalin dosage used for eggs is lethal to 
alevin/fry.



 Least effective method but is user friendly
Delivery method may be expensive if pumped
Need to address disease concerns if using natural 

seawater
Dosage – Salt (NaCL) 
 1:111 or about 9 parts per thousand
 Treat daily for 60 min or as needed

Dosage – Seawater
 20 – 30ppt not to exceed 8hrs in 24 hour period
 Temper water to avoid temperature shock



 Drip -consider personal 

 Metered Pump

 IV bags

 Gravity feed with constant head tank

Always consider 
your personal safety!



Formalin delivery system at Neets Bay



•Barrels of formalin 
on floor
•Pumped up to white 
tanks
•Gravity feed from 
white tanks to 
incubators
•Pvc lines to 
individual 
incubators



 “ppm” = parts per million.  The ratio is 1 : 
1,000,000

 “ppt” = parts per thousand.  The ratio is 1: 
1,000

 Other ratios are typically stated as “1 : xxx”
 The first part is the chemical part, the 

second part is the volume being treated 
(typically water)

 Calculate total amount of water to be 
treated as step 1

 Always convert to metric 



A variety of ways to come up with same 
number

Double check figures – a mistake can be 
costly in more ways than one

 Be sure you are treating the right incubators!
Dosage language varies:  ppm or 1: ???, 

metric, standard measure, etc.   





1. Figure out how much water to treat
1. Start by converting gallons per minute to ml per 

minute:  1gal = 3785ml.   So in one minute there is 15 
gallons.  How many ml in one minute?  15 x 3785 = 
57,000ml (rounded up) 

2. How much water in 15 minutes then? 57,000ml/ 
1minutes x 15 minutes = 855,000ml total in 15 
minutes.

3. 1:1000 hydrogen peroxide.  For every 1,000 parts of 
water add 1 part HP. How many “thousands” do we 
have?  855,000/1,000 = 855 

4. How much peroxide will we need (in ml)? 
2. Can you calculate for 1:600 with the same flow and 

time?
3. There are usually a variety of ways to come up with 

the right dosage.   Always good to double check 
with someone else if possible



1. Convert gpm to ml:  15 gallons = 57,000ml 
/ minute

2. Total water delivered in 15 minutes:  
57,000ml /min x 15 minutes = 855,000ml of 
water to treat.

3. 1 part formalin to every 600 parts water:  
855,000ml total amount of water / 600 = 
1425ml of formalin to add over 15 minutes 
time.   Also can be shown as 1.425L



 In AK we use centigrade – the lower 48 uses 
Fahrenheit 

 Temperature units are used by fish culturists 
to estimate the development over time of 
eggs and alevin

 Temperature should be recorded AM & PM, 
then averaged 

 1 TU is equivalent to 1degree C for 24 hours
 Example – A lot of eggs collected on day 1 @ 10C will 

have accumulated 10TU’s after 24 hrs. After 12 days 
at the same temperature it will have 120TU’s



 A combination of time and temperature
 Salmon are very adapatable when it comes to 

temperature and development
 Why is it important to know where your fish 

are in the development stage? 



Date AM PM Avg
9/1/02 8 8.5 8.25 Lot 1
9/2/02 8 8.5 8.25 8.25
9/3/02 8 8.5 8.25 16.5
9/4/02 8 8.5 8.25 24.75 Lot 2
9/5/02 8 8.5 8.25 33 8.25
9/6/02 8 8.5 8.25 41.25 16.5
9/7/02 8 8.5 8.25 49.5 24.75
9/8/02 8 8.5 8.25 57.75 33
9/9/02 8 8.5 8.25 66 41.25 Lot 3

9/10/02 8 8.5 8.25 74.25 49.5 8.25
9/11/02 7.8 8 7.9 82.15 57.4 16.15
9/12/02 7.8 8 7.9 90.05 65.3 24.05
9/13/02 7.8 8 7.9 97.95 73.2 31.95
9/14/02 7.8 8 7.9 105.85 81.1 39.85
9/15/02 7.5 7.7 7.6 113.45 88.7 47.45
9/16/02 7.5 7.7 7.6 121.05 96.3 55.05
9/17/02 7.5 7.7 7.6 128.65 103.9 62.65
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		Date		AM		PM		Avg

		9/1/02		8		8.5		8.25		Lot 1

		9/2/02		8		8.5		8.25		8.25

		9/3/02		8		8.5		8.25		16.5

		9/4/02		8		8.5		8.25		24.75		Lot 2

		9/5/02		8		8.5		8.25		33		8.25

		9/6/02		8		8.5		8.25		41.25		16.5

		9/7/02		8		8.5		8.25		49.5		24.75

		9/8/02		8		8.5		8.25		57.75		33

		9/9/02		8		8.5		8.25		66		41.25		Lot 3

		9/10/02		8		8.5		8.25		74.25		49.5		8.25

		9/11/02		7.8		8		7.9		82.15		57.4		16.15

		9/12/02		7.8		8		7.9		90.05		65.3		24.05

		9/13/02		7.8		8		7.9		97.95		73.2		31.95

		9/14/02		7.8		8		7.9		105.85		81.1		39.85

		9/15/02		7.5		7.7		7.6		113.45		88.7		47.45

		9/16/02		7.5		7.7		7.6		121.05		96.3		55.05
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 Visible eye = 220 Tu’s
 Silver ring around eye = 350 Tu’s
 Hatch commences = 450 – 500 Tu’s
 Emergence = 800 – 1000 Tu’s
 Ponding = 800 – 1100 Tu’s
 Temperature Units for each stage of 

development will vary between specie and 
average temperature, 2C vs 12C

 Eggs can be moved for shocking or transport 
as soon as the eye is visible, however a safer 
range is about 300TUs.

 Do not handle too close to hatch as handling 
can result in premature hatch.

http://www.cerc.cr.usgs.gov/Hanford/egg.jpg
http://www.cerc.cr.usgs.gov/Hanford/egg.jpg






Lack of O2

 What might cause this?

Light
 How would you prevent light from hitting the 

eggs? 
 Improper calculated chemical treatments

 Math!

Poorly administered anti-fungal treatments
 Don’t let it get started
 Observation and being proactive 

Quality In = Quality Out



Dirty water
 What problems might this cause?

 Physical shock
 From what? 

 Lack of care
 What maintenance activities are necessary?

No matter what you do there will be a certain % 
loss due to natural causes



 It’s “hands off” once you load green until when? 

 Treatments to control fungus

 Insure adequate flow with good water quality

 Keep the lights off and do not disturb

Quality in – quality out!





Good time to move them around and bust up 
any “clumps”

Air purging is needed
 If you need to transport eggs, now is the best 

time to do so
Take the time and be observant!





Pick what?   Why?   



No picking 
necessary unless 
survival is 
terrible



Hatch nearly complete –
dead eggs left behind Hatch complete, screen removed



 After the eggs have a visible eye it is 
necessary to physically shock them.

 Breaks the yolk 
 The yolk precipitates and the egg turns 

white.
 Wait about 24hrs
 Many methods – can you think of any? 
 http://www.prsalmon.org/?p=405



Mechanical shocking 
by siphoning 



Small lots of eggs can 
be hand picked or if 

you have time 
machine picked eggs 
can be cleaned up by 

hand



Bounce Picker



Jensorter

Photo sensor pickers



Jensorter with electronic egg counter





Select the proper size 
wheel for varying egg 
sizes – can be a little 
tricky



Jensorter Model JH – old, 
beat up, but reliable.   
Kinda like a university 
professor………..



The photoelectric eye – key to 
good operation 

Sensor control – touchy!



Looking behind the wheel – an air 
jet pushes live eggs off of the 

wheel 



Water channel in front of 
machine moves eggs to the 
wheel where they are 
picked up.  

Water flow control is 
through a garden hose 
fitting.



Fully assembled unit.   Routine cleaning is essential.   
Don’t turn your back to it while running!

http://www.prsalmon.org/?p=405



Double wheeled Jensorter 
– twice the capacity, twice 

the parts, twice the 
“challenge”



Note the hopper 
differences





Jensorter JX8 – high 
capacity (800k/hr) and 
commonly used in AK



A common complaint 
with JX8 is “clumping” at 
the sorting heads 





There are three methods commonly 
used to enumerate eggs
 Weight Samples
 Volumetric
 Electronic



 Always use at least three samples – find the avg
 Two ways to do this: count an exact number of eggs and then                    

weigh OR weigh first and then count
 Sample 1   100 gms =  222 eggs
 Sample 2   100 gms =  232 eggs 
 Sample 3   100 gms =  250 eggs

 Don’t weigh the water!
 Can you calculate grams per egg from the above data?  
 How about eggs/gram?   

100 egg 
paddle helps 



Use of electronic balance to get 
grams/egg

Once gram/egg is found, 
use larger scale to get 
bulk amounts



Average weight = .32g / egg
 You need to weigh out 150,000 eggs
How many kilograms?  



 Always use at least three samples then average
 Fill a graduated cylinder to 100 - 200ml  count 

the eggs and apply the average to bulk volume 
measurements

 Example
 Sample 1   100 ml = 350 eggs
 Sample 2   100 ml = 330 eggs 
 Sample 3   100 ml = 300 eggs
 Avg # eggs =  3.26/ml
Bulk sample of 10liters eggs = 32,600 eggs

 Can you calculate how many ml of eggs you’d 
need to get 100k eggs?





Usually loaded at 50% of green egg loading 
rate (remember the charts we saw?)

 Always use substrate, produces a larger 
healthier fry (your instructor can testify to 
this!)

 In deep matrix or box incubators load in 
alternating layers of eggs and substrate

 In NOPADS use hatch screens. Screens allow 
hatched fry to fall through to substrate 
leaving behind dead eggs and shells





Work through the 8 problems I have listed in 
the Assignments folder.   

 First slide will have the question and second 
slide the answer

Do these until you get them all correct – will 
have similar questions on the exam

On the honor system
 In the “Assignment 7” section of the 

gradebook just let me know that you got 
through them all and I will post the credit. 
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